Reputation Is Built
Here to help you deliver your best.
At Elkay®, we’re proud to be America’s No. 1 selling kitchen sink company. Established in 1920, we’ve been growing trust among builders with our high-quality and innovative sinks, faucets and custom stainless solutions for decades. With materials, styles and price points for every budget, you can confidently offer your customers the choices they want, with quality you can trust.

**All the tools you need**

For BIM files, spec sheets, care and cleaning guides and warranty information, visit [elkay.com](http://elkay.com).

Find your local Elkay Sales Representative at [elkay.com/sales-rep-locator](http://elkay.com/sales-rep-locator) to learn more about our products.

Ready to buy? Check out [elkay.com/where-to-buy](http://elkay.com/where-to-buy) to find your local distributor.
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**Connect With Us!**

@elkayusa  
elkay_usa  
elkay_usa
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**Made in the USA**

Many of our products are made in the USA and comply with the Buy American Act. Check individual product listings for more information.

Features vary by model.
Lustertone®
Elkay’s Lustertone® Classic and Lustertone Iconix™ stainless steel sinks have a fine linear grain and uniform finish which reflects light from all angles. The durable finish is also scratch resistant and repairable. Select models available with our exclusive, seamless Perfect Drain®.

Beautiful and Repairable Finish

Highlighted Satin Rim

Slightly Rounded Corners
Lustertone Iconix models.

Crosstown®
Crosstown® stainless steel sinks offer sleek styling with creased accent lines in the sink for a professional appearance. Features like Slim Rim™, a flat rim for dual mount installation, set Crosstown apart. Our exclusive Interchangeable Apron™, has removable aprons, giving homeowners the option to quickly and easily swap aprons.

Interchangeable Apron™

Cross Breaks

Aqua Divide™

SLIM RIM™
Virtually eliminates the barrier between the sink and counter for a clean look.
Elkay Quartz®
Elkay has the largest offering of quartz sinks on the market. Available in multiple installation styles, colors, models, for 100s of choices, including laundry, bar and ADA. These durable sinks can take on the toughest household tasks.

Quartz Luxe®
Offered in rich, bold colors, the silky smooth surface of our Quartz Luxe® sinks resists stains and smudges. Constructed through a proprietary manufacturing process that combines natural quartz with high-performance, UV-stable acrylic resins, these sinks are as strong as they are stylish.

Quartz Classic®
Everyone loves a classic! Crafted from natural quartz and acrylic resins, Elkay Quartz Classic® sinks have the organic look and feel of authentic stone. These sinks come in a range of hues, allowing you to match your sink to your décor.

Quartz Luxe Colors
- Caviar (CA)
- Charcoal (CH)
- Chestnut (CN)
- Jubilee (JB)
- Maraschino (MA)
- Parchment (PA)
- Ricotta (RT)
- Silvermist (SM)

Quartz Classic Colors
- Bisque (BQ)
- Black (BK)
- Black Shale (BS)
- Dusk Gray (GY)
- Greige (GR)
- Greystone (GS)
- Mocha (MC)
- Putty (PT)
- Slate (SL)
- White (WH)
Fireclay
These sinks have timeless appeal and offer long-lasting durability. Crafted from the finest materials and fired at high temperatures to create a smooth glaze that’s easy to clean. Farmhouse models can be installed with either a traditional flat front or with a decorative band feature at the top.

**Reversible Design**

**Quiet**

**Elegant, Timeless Appeal**
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ADA
Elkay offers a full line of products, including stainless steel and Quartz Classic sinks, that comply with the requirements as specified by the Americans with Disabilities Act. Designed to fulfill every relevant aspect of the ADA Accessibility Guidelines when properly installed.

**AGING IN PLACE**
A simple and affordable home modification to increase the likelihood that people can remain comfortably in their homes.
Custom Stainless Solutions

Our dedicated Custom team will partner with you to create unique indoor or outdoor sinks and sink tops that meet your customers’ specific needs at an affordable price. Each piece is a one-of-a-kind creation that is thoughtfully simple and practically designed.

Custom Fabrications
Form meets function and your customers’ visions become reality with Elkay custom.

Custom Outdoor

Modify an Existing SKU
Offer your customers a sink tailored to their lifestyle and home.

Custom Mega-Island

Type of Steel
Standard 304 or 316 for corrosion resistance.

Faucet Holes
Add, move or remove holes at no additional charge.

Gauge of Steel
Select 18 gauge or stronger commercial-grade 16 gauge.

Bowl Depth
Modify existing product for a deeper or shallower bowl.

Rim
Raised with drip-ledge for drop-in or flat for undermount.

Drain Location
Drain can be in the center, or offset to the back or the side.

Reverse Bowls
Switch bowl configuration, with larger bowl on the left or right.

Circuit Chef™ Multiuse Sink

The two-tier design is intelligently engineered to house a variety of included essential custom accessories that make transitioning from washing, cutting, sorting and straining effortless.

Sizes:
32-1/2” long
45-1/2” long
59-1/2” long
Cutting boards, bottom grids and colanders included.
ezH2O® Liv™
Elkay’s ezH2O® Liv™ is the first built-in filtered water dispenser engineered for the home! Designed to seamlessly fit any space, it’s a sleek, convenient addition to any room, from an entertaining space to the master suite, and even the kitchen. Ideal for new construction or remodels.

Filter Status Lights
Colorful lights indicate when filter needs changing so you always know you’re getting filtered water.

Filtered Water
NSF-certified filter reduces lead and other harmful contaminants. Filter status lights let you know when easy filter changes are needed.

Easy Installation
Fits within the width and depth of two standard wall studs near water and electrical. Includes a drip tray with optional drain connection.

Colors
Aspen White  Midnight

Safety Lock
Optional setting prevents unsupervised use. Perfect for families with small children or pets.

Bottles Saved
Green Ticker™ counts the number of disposable, single-use plastic bottles served without the plastic waste.

Built-in Design
Stylish design looks great in any room of your home, delivering water for hydration, household tasks or kid-friendly art projects.

Models
Ambient  Chilled

Trusted, Award-winning Drinking Solutions
Elkay drinking fountains and coolers have been a staple in commercial spaces for more than 50 years. Our award-winning ezH2O bottle filling stations have become the standard for sustainable, healthy hydration in places such as schools and airports.

The same technology and convenience can be brought to the home with the smartly-designed ezH2O Liv, the first built-in filtered home water dispenser.
Faucets
Complete the look with an Elkay faucet. Our faucets are crafted from the best grade materials and precision engineered for maximum performance. From flexible spouts to pull-down and pull-out styles, Elkay faucets are timeless sculptures accenting the canvas of a beautiful home.

ABOUT ELKAY
Family owned since 1920, Elkay offers high-quality, innovative plumbing products and delivers excellent customer service. Like your family, Elkay has values and traditions that endure; like a commitment to sustainability and to our country.

Headquartered in Downers Grove, Illinois, Elkay is an American-owned and -operated company, providing thousands of jobs that support our families and communities. We are proud to be America's No. 1 selling kitchen sink company.